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Machines List Achi IR Pro Sc Dark Infrared Tep Onset Motherboard Chip Bga Replacement PCB Repairing Instrument
Factories : Achi Ir Pro Sc. Thanks for watching&lt. If you have any problem while use this machine, please feel free to contact

with me. If you want me to be your agent, you can send some products to me, I will give you a better price. Revised PCB
Repairing Machine ?ACHI IR PRO-SC DARK IR BGA rework station for motherboard chip") has been upgraded as Achi IR
PRO SC V.4 NEW VERSION DIGI IR WITH HOLDER. ACHI IR PRO SC infrared BGA Rework Station For Motherboard
PCB Chip. -21%. US $4.00 Coupons For You. US $1.00 off on US $10.00. Get coupons.After a tragic accident on the seaside,
a young police rookie must take on the case of a missing boy while working side by side with a hard-boiled journalist who is

on a quest for revenge. Over the course of their investigation, the pair must discover the truth behind their loved ones' untimely
deaths. TV show Published: 01/07/2019 Cast: Ruby Rose, Nat Wolff, Dave Franco Having already brought Lucy Liu to life in

2014's Lucy, actor Ruby Rose is teaming up with X-Men director Bryan Singer for an untitled original Marvel movie.
Originally set to be a feature, the project is being developed as a television show with Rose appearing alongside Nat Wolff,
Dave Franco and John Gallagher, Jr. Wolff will star as a young FBI agent investigating an elusive serial killer called The

Wren. He's on the trail of a high-profile serial killer known as The Wraith but the time to stop him has long since passed. Rose
will take on the role of Riley, a young police rookie. A tragic accident on a seaside has left her devastated but she returns to her

small town a little wiser, helping her peers with their cases. The actress previously starred in the Netflix period drama series
Billions and The Last O.G.. She's currently filming Roland Emmerich's sci-fi film Babylon A.D.. Franco will play Cal, a
former college football player who is a young school teacher in the town. Gallagher will be playing Jimmy, a young high
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ACHI IR PRO-SC V.4 DARK IR BGA rework station 1 set Description & price Ultimark NV 3032G ACHI IR Pro-SC V.4
DARK IR BGA rework station 1 set 1× CD of manual and software (if not get, may be lost in customs, please contact us). (1)
ACHI IR PRO-SC V.4 DARK IR BGA rework station 1 set 2x high power fans 8x 4 settings (heat segments)+ 8x 2 settings
(heat the entire PCB+ (2) hot air station x 1 piece (3) 25K lead solder ball x 10 bottles (0.25mm 0.30mm 0.35mm . !!HOT!!

Achi Ir Pro Sc Software 21l Archi Pro Sc IRC V.1+ 90pcs IR Balling Kit $1,009.00. Limited Number BGA QTZ BTZ 4X 18+1
TZN $1,309.00. Ultimark NV 3359G irc QTZ BTZ 4X 18+1 TZN. Achi Ir Pro Sc is the best choice for you. Archi Pro Sc is a

must have for any machine reballer CHEAP ONLY!!! Achi Ir Pro Sc STORE ONLY CHEAP ONLY!!! You will get the
originals from us without paying extra . 1. How to measure the core temperature of whole PCB? 2. How to know the

temperature of each PCB segment? 3. How to decide the temperature of each PCB segment? FAQ: 1. 1. 1. 1. Achi Ir Pro Sc lite
2. The rate of successful reballing operation is 100%. 2. Achi Pro Sc 120mm Fan 300W 3. The safety hot air station is very
safe. 3. Achi Pro Sc 120mm Fan 300W 3. The fan could cool the PCB fast and efficiently. 4. 3. 4. You will get the originals
from us without paying extra. 5. Achi Pro Sc 120mm Fan 300W 4. How to know the temperature of each PCB segment? 6.

How to decide the temperature of each PCB segment? 7. How to decide the temperature of each PCB segment? 8. 1. How to
measure the core temperature of whole PCB? 9. Achi Pro Sc lite 3. A 3da54e8ca3
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